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Abstract
Objectives: The aim of the study was a survey-based assessment concerning parents of children undergoing CT examinations and their knowledge
of detailed information about procedures involved in imaging diagnostics. Material and Methods: A statistical analysis of 108 surveys of parents of
children undergoing CT studies in the Department of Pediatric Radiology in Poznań, Poland was done, with the use of Statistica software. Results:
In result of the evaluation of all subsections of the substantive question number, the majority of answers were incorrect (68–98%). No correlation
between the number of CT examinations conducted for a child and the number of correct answers to substantive questions was observed. No correlation between the number of CT examinations conducted for a child and the fact of noting the examination with the use of ionizing radiation down in
a child’s health certificate was stated. The statistical analysis showed that children of parents who declared that the aim of the CT examination had
been explained to them better underwent more of them. Conclusions: Parents are poorly informed about a radiation dose and risk related to a CT examination procedure. Int J Occup Med Environ Health. 2019;32(1):65 – 73
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years a significant development of imaging methods using X-ray, which has increased the use of them in
everyday clinical practice, could have been observed [1].
This has resulted especially in an increase of using CT for
the last 10 years [2]. The era of CT has truly revolutionized the imaging diagnostics, with the technique being
right now an acclaimed diagnostic tool in the health care
system of both adults and children [3,4]. However, the use
of CT has grown mostly in the case of pediatric patients,
due to a significant decrease in scan time, eliminating at
a great level the necessity of anesthesia required to prevent a child from moving during the examination [3]. Despite its obvious advantages, CT is an examination making
use of ionizing radiation, which raises justified concerns
about the future increased cancer risk, particularly when
the exposition occurs in childhood [2,5]. Children are especially prone to radiation because of higher tissue sensitivity to exposure and longer expected life length, which
increases the possibility of radiation effects to occur [3,6].
Although CT examinations comprise around 11% of all
radiological procedures, radiation during CT scan delivers around 70% of medical radiation dose for the USA
patients’ population [7].
Potential dangerous consequences of CT examination include, among other things, extravasation of contrast dose
in a place of vein catheter, fissure of central or peripheral
catheter during contrast administration, an allergic reaction to contrast medium and exacerbation of renal insufficiency in children with previous renal dysfunction. In
children classified as sensitive a risk of allergic reaction to
a non-iodine contrast medium is low, measured 1:10 000–
100 000 [4,8]. A risk related to a sedation procedure in
small children and non-cooperative patients may also be
an additional one [4]. A consent for a CT examination
should be obtained before sedation or anesthesia. Other
risk factors, such as allergic reaction to iodine in medical
history, renal diseases, pregnancy are noted down in ques66
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tionnaires right before examination in most radiological
departments [4]. One of the dangers which are not often
discussed – because of the lack of awareness of clinicians
about radiation dose and its possible effects – is a risk related to exposure to ionizing radiation. Another reason
for the lack in discussing this issue might be a problem in
informing parents about this complicated topic in an easy,
understandable way [4].
Ionizing radiation has a sufficient energy to knock an
electron from its orbit, resulting in a creation of ion. In
a biological material exposed to ionizing radiation, free
hydroxyl radicals, created from interaction of radiation
with water particles, are most likely to be formed. The
DNA thread exposed to free radicals might be damaged
or breached. Possible errors in a process of DNA repair
might lead to induction of point mutations, chromosome
translocations and gene fusions resulting in multistage
development of cancer [3,9]. Moreover, radiation on its
own may cause a kind of genetic instability in cells, which
increases probability and rapidity of mutation and other
genetic changes development after multiple cell division
cycles. In addition, in a cytoplasm exposed to radiation,
mutation rate is statistically increased. Genetic changes
(mutation induction in genome, changes in gene expression) may also be present in newly formed cells which have
not been directly exposed to radiation [10].
An effective dose determines a level of the whole body’s
exposure to radiation even if only certain parts of the body
are being exposed to it. Effective doses differ, depending
on the diagnostic method in use, a patient’s age and time
of exposure. Carcinogenesis is a stochastic effect of ionizing radiation: it occurs with a specific probability, which
means that it may but does not have to be present. There
is no threshold dose of ionizing radiation, at which the
process of carcinogenesis might start. However, the bigger
exposure dose, the higher probability of carcinogenesis.
It should also be indicated that carcinogenesis mostly occurs many years after the exposure to radiation. It is also
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thought that exposure to ionizing radiation at early life
stages increases a risk of cancer [2,5,10,11].
So far many research projects concentrating on the level of
differently specialized clinicians’ knowledge about radiation dose and related risk of later consequences have been
conducted. However, the results of them have been unsatisfactory. It seems that a majority of physicians, despite
taking classes on protection from radiation, do not have
sufficient knowledge about doses of radiation to which
patients undergoing broadly used X-ray examinations are
exposed [12–15]. Clinicians and physicians alike do not
appreciate the amount of radiation dose that is connected with CT examination or related cancer risk [4,7]. This
lack of knowledge seems to be especially important when
the number of patients undergoing improper or repeated
examinations is taken into consideration [12–15].
Patients often poorly understand what is radiological examination associated with, what kind of information it
may bring and which potential dangers relate to it [7].
The majority of medical care experts promote a strong
need for discussion of both advantages and dangers related to every medical procedure, including diagnostic
ones. In order to counteract a rapid growth of CT usage,
a proper understanding of dangers related to radiation is
crucial [4]. Publications confirming patients’ will to obtain
information about medical and diagnostic procedures and
consents together with a leading physician are already
present. They reflect the concept of commonly made decisions [16–18]. Some researchers suggest that parents can
contribute to a growing need for CT examinations, while
seeking for a quick diagnosis for their children without
sufficient knowledge about a potential risk. If these suggestions are true, more detailed and straightforward information about a radiation dose and related risk provided
for parents may result in a decrease of need for CT examinations in pediatrics [7,16]. Clinicians and radiologists
should provide an objective information about advantages
and risks which CT examination encompasses [4].
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Objective
The aim of the study was a survey-based assessment concerning parents of children undergoing CT examinations
and their knowledge of detailed information about procedures involved in imaging diagnostics.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The authors prepared a survey including a variety of single
choice questions which concentrated on CT examination
of children (Appendix). The participants, who were the
parents, were asked to fill in the forms anonymously and
on their own. The survey consisted of 4 sections: the first
one included questions about the examination conducted
at the moment, a referring unit and undergone hospitalizations and diagnostics. The participants evaluated the
suitability of communication with the hospital staff in the
second section, while the third one included basic information regarding contributors: social-economic conditions, a place of residence, age and education. Finally, the
fourth section consisted of two questions concentrating on
parents’ awareness of radiation, documentation of a radiation dose and one substantive question. A consent to
participate was obtained from all contributors.
The authors analyzed the connection between the number
of conducted CT examinations of children and answers to
questions that each survey’s section consisted of: about
explanation of CT examination’s aim, harmfulness of
ionizing radiation, about the possibility of a consultation
with a radiologist, a question related to documentation in
a child’s health certificate and the request for comparison
of radiation dose between chest X-ray and chest CT examination with contrast, head CT examination with contrast
and abdomen and pelvis CT with contrast. The authors
studied a correlation between a question related to an
explanation of CT examination procedure and variables:
socio-economic conditions, a place of residence, age and
education of parents. Similarly, they examined the correlation between questions about explanation of harmfulIJOMEH 2019;32(1)
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Table 1. Participants in the survey research concerning
CT examination of children conducted in 2014–2016
in Poznań, Poland
Characteristics

n

%

very good

20

18.519

good

63

58.333

average

25

23.148

How do you assess your
socio-economic conditions?

Place of residence
city
< 50 000 inhabitants

22

20.37

50 000–500 000 inhabitants

19

17.593

> 500 000 inhabitants

5

4.63

voivodeship city

14

12.963

village

48

44.444

18–29 years

11

10.185

30–39 years

59

54.63

40–49 years

33

30.556

> 50 years

5

4.63

18–29 years

6

5.556

30–39 years

39

36.111

40–49 years

54

50

> 50 years

7

6.481

2

1.852

lower-secondary

8

7.407

higher

35

32.407

basic vocational

26

24.074

upper-secondary

39

36.111

lower-secondary

4

3.704

higher

28

25.926

basic vocational

49

45.37

upper-secondary

25

23.148

2

1.852

Parents’ age
mother

father

lack of data
Parents’ education
mother

father

lack of data
68
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ness of CT examination, about the fact of noting down an
examination with the use of ionizing radiation in a child’s
health certificate, about the possibility of consultation
with a radiologist as well as between the substantive question and the variables mentioned before. The authors examined the correlation between the number of CT examinations of children and the number of other imaging diagnostic examinations that were conducted (X-ray, USG,
MRI, PET) and EEG. The correlation between the type of
a referring unit and answers to questions from the survey’s
sections 2 and 4 was analyzed. The authors compared accuracy of answers to the last question with the number of
children’s hospitalizations.
The statistical analysis was made by means of the Statistica
computer program (version 12). In order to assess normal
distribution a Shapiro-Wilk test was used. For the statistical analysis purposes, Mann-Whitney U test and exact Fisher-Freeman-Halton and χ2 2×2 tests, Spearman
monotonic function as well as Jonckheere-Terpst’s test
were used.
RESULTS
The 108 surveys underwent the statistical analysis. Basic information regarding participants is presented in
the Table 1. No statistically significant difference between answers to the question about explanation of CT
examination objectives and a place of residence, age and
education of parents was discovered. However, the correlation between socio-economic conditions and the answer to this question was observed: most answers “yes,
sufficiently”– 80% – were given by parents who declared
their condition as good, while the majority of “no” answers – 20% – were given by parents declaring to live in
very good socio-economic conditions. No statistically significant difference between answers to questions about:
CT examination aim, explanation of harmfulness of ionizing radiation related to examination and the possibility
of consultation with a radiologist and socio-economic
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conditions, a place of residence, age and parents’ education was confirmed. The correlation between the question
asking if the fact of ionizing radiation including examination was noted down in a health certificate and parents’
age in the group with a “no” question was significantly
stronger; apart from this no statistically significant difference between this question and socio-economic conditions, a place of residence and parents’ education was
observed. In the last question of the survey – a substantive
one in the a) subsection – “How many times higher dose
of radiation does a chest CT examination with contrast
have as compared to a chest X-ray?”, the correlation
between socio-economic conditions and the percentage
rate of correct answers was stated. Most of the correct
answers – 28% – were given by the group declaring “average” conditions, the least of them – 6.35% – declaring
good socio-economic conditions.
An analogical correlation was observed in the case of
the question “How many times higher dose of radiation
does the abdomen and pelvis CT examination with contrast have as compared to a chest X-ray?”. The least correct answers – 3% – were given by the group declaring
good socio-economic conditions. Apart from this no statistically significant differences were observed for the rest of
variables in terms of correct and incorrect answers to both
questions discussed before. No statistically significant differences in described variables in terms of correct and incorrect answers to the question “How many times higher
dose of radiation does a head CT with contrast have as
compared to a chest X-ray?” were observed. In the evaluation of all subsections of the question number, 16 majority of answers were incorrect (68–98%). No correlation
between the number of CT examinations conducted for
a child and the number of correct answers to substantive
questions was observed. No correlation between the number of CT examinations conducted for a child and the fact
of noting the examination with the use of ionizing radiation down in a child’s health certificate was stated.
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The statistical analysis showed that children of parents
who declared that the aim of the CT examination was explained to them better underwent more of them.
The authors stated a growing correlation between
the number of CT examinations conducted for a child
and the number of other examinations – the more often
the child underwent the CT examination, the more other
kinds of examinations were conducted (USG, X-ray, MRI,
PET, EEG). No correlation between the kind of a referring unit (the type of department) and the percentage
rate of correct answers for substantive questions was observed. Only 10 participants (9.3%) answered correctly to
all 3 sub-sections in the question number 16.
DISCUSSION
The use of ionizing radiation in imaging diagnostics requires experience and proper knowledge about a radiation
dose related to any kind of radiological procedures. The
lack of patients’ awareness of the potential risk by which
radiological procedures are accompanied in the era of the
growing need for imaging diagnostics may cause serious
consequences, thus bringing this topic to patients’ attention, especially parents, is very important. The results of
the survey study trying to assess the awareness of parents
whose children undergo CT examination are disappointing. In the substantive question regarding the comparison of radiation doses between respective CT examinations and a chest X-ray, the majority of participants gave
wrong answers, with the percentage rate ranging 68–98%.
It could seem that an increase in the number of CT examinations of children would have a positive impact on awareness and knowledge of parents about them. Nevertheless,
the results of the study indicate the fact that the number
of conducted CT examinations in medical history does not
influence the increase in parents’ awareness of radiation
dose in them. Moreover, no correlation between the number of conducted CT examinations of children and the fact
of noting down the examinations in a child’s health cerIJOMEH 2019;32(1)
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tificate was observed. The one positive result might be
the fact that the bigger number of conducted CT examinations leads to an increase number of parents declaring
that the aim and harmfulness of the ionizing radiation was
more fully explained to them.
In the research by Larson et al. [7], evaluation of the awareness of parents and their willingness to allow to conduct
a CT examination of their children after receiving a brochure informing about radiation risk related to this procedure the results was promising. The authors stated that
a short leaflet could increase awareness of radiation risk
among parents without a denial of the procedure that had
been recommended by the referring unit [7]. This is the best
proof that parents, after having received upright information, understand much better the fact that CT examination uses ionizing radiation and increases cancer risk. Such
awareness may contribute to the decrease of the need for
often redundant CT examinations in the pediatric population. It is obviously the medical staff that compare advantages and disadvantages of a procedure and decide. Still,
a proper information about possible dangers related to CT
examinations given to a patient or parents of a young patient
is crucial, being a part of respect for patient’s autonomy.

groups, the percentage rate was even lower. The results
show the lack of proper information about the exposure to
ionizing radiation that should be given by physicians. They
are responsible for an explanation of not only the aim of
the procedure but also all of the risks related to it. The
research confirmed a very low awareness of the radiological protection of children among the members of society.
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Appendix. Questionnaire

Question 7. Was your child subjected to other studies in a hospi-

I kindly ask you to complete the following anonymous survey.

tal or outside, if so, how many times:

The results of the research will improve the diagnostic imaging
of hospitalized patients in our hospital, and even better adjust
to your expectations. They will also develop a scientific basis,
therefore we count on your full understanding. On behalf of
the team of radiologists, thank you very much for your time.
Please mark the right answer.

PPUSG: _____
PPX-ray images: _____
PPMRI: _____
PPPET: _____
PPEEG: _____

Question 8. Were you explained in a comprehensive manner the
purpose of the CT study?

Question 1. The type of research that will be conducted in your
child:

PPhead CT
PPchest CT
PPabdominal CT
PPpelvic CT
PPCT of another body area
PPwhole body CT

Question 9. Were you explained negative effects of ionizing radiation related to the CT study?

PPyes, thoroughly
PPyes, but incompletely
PPno

Question 2. Was the study planned with intravenous contrast

Question 10. Did you have the opportunity to consult with the

administration?

radiologist?

PPyes
PPno

Question 3. Referring unit

PPDepartment of Surgery
PPDepartment of Neurology and Infectious Diseases
PPIntensive Care Unit

Question 4. The child was referred to the hospital by:

PPprimary care physician
PPspecialist doctor
PPclinic doctor
PPemergency department doctor

Question 5. Was your child already hospitalized?
(Please specify how many times)

PPno
PPyes

_____
_____

Question 6. Is this the first CT study of your child?
(Please specify the number)

PPno
PPyes

72

PPyes, thoroughly
PPyes, but incompletely
PPno

_____
_____
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PPyes
PPyes, but not used
PPno

Question 11. How do you assess your socio-economic conditions?

PPbad
PPaverage
PPgood
PPvery good

Question 12. Place of residence

PPvillage
PPcity < 50 000 inhabitants
PPcity 50 000–500 000 inhabitants
PPcity > 500 000 inhabitants
PPvoivodeship city

Question 13. Age of parents

P
P40–49 years
Father:	
P18–29 years
P40–49 years
Mother:	 18–29 years

P 30–39 years
P> 50 years
P30–39 years
P> 50 years
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Question 14. Education

Question 16. In your opinion, how many times higher dose

Mother:

of radiation does a CT examination have, compared to a chest

PPincomplete primary school
PPlower-secondary
PPbasic vocational
PPupper-secondary
PPhigher

Father

PPincomplete primary school
PPlower-secondary
PPbasic vocational
PPupper-secondary
PPhigher

Question 15. Was the fact of ionizing radiation including examination noted down in your child’s health certificate?

PPyes
PPno

X-ray? For comparison:
chest X-ray and chest CT with contrast

PP2×
PP4×
PP40×

chest X-ray and head CT with contrast

PP7×
PP70×
PP100×

chest X-ray and abdominal and pelvic CT with contrast

PP3×
PP30×
PP300×

Thank you very much
Radiologists Team

This work is available in Open Access model and licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Poland License – http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc/3.0/pl/deed.en.
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